
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

AQ No. 1427 for site T01/044A in Carlingford Lough, Co. Louth 

 

 

The Licensee has been granted permission by the Minister under Section 67B of the Fisheries 

(Amendment) Act 1997 to use novel or experimental equipment in the form of Roll’Bags 

within the following co-ords: 

 

321660,311080 

321660,311100  

 

of the licensed area covered by AQ No. 1427 for site T01/044A for the cultivation of Pacific 

Oysters on site T01/044A in Carlingford Lough, Co. Louth for the remainder of the licence 

term. 

 

In the event that the trial structures are no longer in use, they should  be fully removed from 

site T01/044A. 

 

 

DATE: 3rd August 2023 
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Tables drawings, every dimensions is in mm (1mm = 0.04 inch)
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Tables drawings, every dimensions is in mm (1mm = 0.04 inch)

Every bar is 20mm diameter
crenelated steel which is hot 
galvanised in France

400 mm length steel pipe, diameter
32mm. 200 mm are welded to the table 
and other 200 mm will be used to nest
next table. Hot galvanised as well



Roll’Bag® drawings, every dimensions is in mm (1mm = 0.04 inch)
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A table is made to carry 4 Roll’Bags



Some written informations :

A trestle is 3.4m long (+20cm for nesting), 1.3m large at the top, and approx. 80cm high, the trestle is 

made of 20mm diameter steel bars. 4 roll'bags can be put on one table.

A table weighs 45kg.

All tables are hot galvanized in order to increase their life span and avoid rust and steel wastes on the 

seashore after a few years.

A Roll'Bag is 115cm long, 70cm large and 12,5cm wide.

The volume inside is 40L but approx. 1/4 of the volume is used by the foam, which is locked inside 

to avoid any littering during bad weather. So its 30L for the oysters inside.

The foam volume is approx. 8L (it doesn't take the full 1/4 of the Roll'Bag) which can lift up to 21kg of 

oysters thanks to the tides (and waves).

Of course, 4 foams of 8L each, with oysters in the Roll'Bags, will not be able to lift the table itself.

Anyway we advise to seal tables in the ground since it is the only "weak point" of the system (hooks that 

hold Roll'Bags on the tables resist up to 1.5 T of traction). 

"diabolos" (part sealed on the tables on which the Roll’Bag will be hooked) can be sealed on the table 

on land before deploying them on the seashore.
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